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Eight cells coming
loose in flight
doesn't bear

thinking about so
the tray is bolted in
place and plenty of
Velcro straps

hold

things very tight.
Remember that the
ESC isn't just rated
in terms of current
handling, 8 cells
demand an 8S
compatible ESC.
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6s 5000mAh
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9489

we needa motor

_-:: < ,:j - a aaa zz.z rpm per volt, that,s

a......::t.i5C.
i: ,,,: are Iookingfora motorthatwill
-:-: : aDout 5oA with a kV value ofaround
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.r e can allow a little fl exibility around
::ese figures, but these are the targets.
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CONTROTTING THESPEED
Finally we need a speed controller. These
are specified basically by their currenr

handling capability. Again we need to
select an ESC with a little headroom, so
one with a current limit of, say, 45A, a little
more is fine. In this situation many would
opt for a 604 ESC wh ich is a popular and
inexpensive size.

It rs importantto understandthe
relationship between a prop and the
eiectrical system driving it. lfthe prop

530q
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?809

TANK + PLU,t/tBINo

100e

RX BATTERy (6V Nit/tH

l20s

TOTAL 5YSTEM WEIGHT

1030e

to'sucl< it and see'. ln otherwords we need
to try props and use a wattmeter to

determine what current is actually being
drawn. Too low a maximum current means
we must increase the prop diameter andior
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pitch to increase the loading. Reach
maximum current beforeyou getto

maximum throttle?Then step down the
prop in diameter and/or pitch.
We need to fi nd the happy balance that

rlaces too small a load on the system then it
,', r:l sim ply fail to deliver the power you
.,. ani. For example if we were very
silly and

tr*: a 8 \ 3 pr-op on the electric system we
:a,'e seleied for the Cub then the total
pov,'er being delivered might be less than
r

ooW and, obviously, not nearly enough to

flythe model.
On the other hand, ifwe went mad and
used a zo x r4 prop with this set,up the
motor will still try to spin it at around

lo,ooorpm atfull throttle, butwjth such

a

big prop that would req uire much more
than the 8soW and 54A we have designed
the system for. The system wi I I try to draw
the current needed to do it none-the-less
but the result wi ll be that either the ESC or

the motorwiil blow! Too small a prop and
we will get less than the 85oW we want; too
large and we run the risk of letting the
.nagic smol<e escape form the wires.
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Many motors include in their
specifi cation some recommended prop
sizes and these can form a reasonable
starting point. But the plain fact is we need
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